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We continue to replenish our new heading of the man-made exclusive master classes of talented
needlewomen.Today we offer you MK on Knitting Natalia Sudibor, author's blog {Design Mom} and
headings Mom Week on Mom blogs.

This is already the third master class in our joint training campaign for March 8.We invite all
needlewomen to share the results of their creative work (it does not matter what technique you have
chosen)

By this you inspire and motivate other mothers, attract new readers to your blog and take part in the
drawing of wonderful prizes.All master classes and conditions of the promotion can be found in this
post: the magnificent eight: we are preparing for March 8 together on the "Mom blogs".Master Class
on Knitting Flowers Crochet Flower Fancy

Hello, dear needleworks and everyone who even knows how to keep the hook and thread in their
hands.Today I will show you the results of my works (and I have silent for three days :)).

For me, today's master class is the first experience (not knitting, of course, because I knit from five
years, namely creating a master class on needlework).So do not judge strictly

I tried to make a description as clear as possible.

It was quite difficult to choose a topic for MK, because it should be simple (so that you can do both
beginners, and attach to the action of children), themed (soon on March 8), and the result of our
works should please everyone.

As a result, I changed the master class three times, and finally stopped on a flower house.Knitted
flowers

Theme is the most, in my opinion, suitable.

Thank you again by Alla for the invitation to participate in such a magical action.Thanks to this
master class, I prepared gifts for March 8 for my dear women (moms, grandmothers, daughters,
girlfriends).I understand that we will give a leading role in the choice of gifts, we will give the male
half, but, nevertheless, no one bothers us to make some pleasant little things.

I really hope that you will arrange ideas from the master class and connecting the fantasy and skill
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together, create your own masterpiece.

So, let's begin!Crochet Flower Knitting: Preparatory Stage

All we need,

This is a hook and threads.

You can use the remains of the thread of different color and any texture.

The hook should be chosen depending on the thickness of the thread.If the strings are thin, then the
hook you need to take the appropriate.And vice versa.

Still pay attention to how you knit

Tightly or free.And think about what nipping you personally like,

Elastic or loose.In a word, appreciate two factors,

What result want to see your own execution technique.And this will allow you to determine which
threads to use, and what to choose a hook.

For example, if you knit tightly, but you want to get a softer, loose structure of the product,

Take the hook thicker than it is.Suppose you took thin threads (100 g / 400 m).For them, the hook
No. 1.6-2 usually takes.You should also take number 3 or 4. Simple flowers: for mom and daughter

Such a simple flower is able to associate even your daughter (naturally, provided that you have
previously taught it the basics of knitting).

1. Tie a chain of three air loops.

2. Close the chain into the ring with the connecting loop.

3. Ring Reincut the column without Nakid

Total 10 columns.

4. Complete the circular column.

5. We connect the petal.To do this, in the first loop of the next row, take 5 columns as follows: the
column without a Nakida, three columns with an attachment, a column without a nakid.

6-7.Make a connecting column in the second loop.



8. Tie more 4 petals according to the same scheme: the petal fit in one of the loops, the following

Connecting column.

Thus, out of 10 loops, we encounter 5 petals.

You can change the number of loops in the second row.When you bind the ring, make 14 columns
without Nakid.And then you can make 7 petals.

But in this case, the petals fit slightly less than the columns: a column without a nakid, a column with
an attachment, a column without a nakid.The next loop make a connecting column.

(Pofantazis

If the petals knit columns with two or even three nakids, then it turns long petals like a chamomile).

Such small flowers will already be useful to you for crafts with children.For example, you can make
postcards using knitted colors.

You can slightly complicate the task and tie a two-layer flower.

To do this, you need to connect another row similar to the first, connecting loop to the founding of
the flower on the reverse side, and at the foot of the petals of the first row, eliminate five kettops as
follows:

Knit the air loop of three loops >> fix the arc of the connecting loop >> Repeat near each loop.

Such a flower will be an excellent addition to the simplest things, it will give your gift to the spiritual
originality, pleasant charm, will be evidence of your attention and care.

Knitted flowers for advanced knitters

By and large, the whole appliances of knitting colors comes down to two simple steps

Tie the core and petals.And here, in fact, fantasy has no borders.You yourself can come up with
your own option.Allow yourself experiment, and the result will please you.

Let's try to tie a three-layer flower.

Such a flower becomes a full-fledged decor.It is easy to turn into a decoration (hairpin, brooch,
beads, belt, bracelet).With the help of a knitted flower, you can create special things.And, of course,
it can be used to decorate a traditional gift.



Spring mood: not a gift for the sake, but for the soul

In the process of manufacturing gifts I suffered a little.?In good sense.I wanted to add paints to
already familiar, boring things.You can follow my example and create a spring mood around
yourself.Calendar Spring is not far off, but you will agree, so I want a sun, bright colors, heat

We will add some of the fantasy to the technology of manufacturing our knitted flower.We will make
a large core so that our flower can be fastened to a button.

In order for the cochetic core of the flower approached for a button, increase the number of air loops
in the initial chain.

Note that the core ring should be smaller than the diameter than the button to which you then attach
the flower.Remember that threads have a little stretching.Therefore, it makes no sense to worry,

The flower is successfully suitable in the size of the buttons.Worse, if it is great.

And now we are looking for buttons on clothes and make it truly elegant.You can use several layers
(for this it is enough to connect several of the same type of flowers).

Flowers with lots of petals knit according to the scheme shown above, with the only difference

For the core, you need to tie a chain of 8-12 air loops (depending on the diameter of the button).

If there is no buttons,

Success it, and then feel free to revive the thing (for example, a cap) knitted flowers, make it bright
and unique.

At this, the master class on knitting flower crochet approached the end.I wish you a spring mood,
bright weekdays and unforgettable holidays!Thank you for attention!

Posted by: Natalia Sudibor

READ ALSO: Sweet gift, tacks in the technique of Patchwork and a forest fairy of paper.


